The scattering of a polarized photon by a polarized free electron is completely calculated in covariant form using Clifford's alternating vector algebra. The result is compared with several special results of the existing literature.
Introduction
The scattering of a polarized photon by a polarized electron has completely been calculated only for the primary electron at rest in a three-dimensional vector form 1 ' 2 ; especially the spin of the secondary electron has not been expressed in a covariant way. In consequence of that, the formulae get a compact form only by the introduction of suitably diosen mirror spins. If the result is explicitly expressed by the original spins and by Stokes parameters, the formulae become clumsy and unelegant 2 . Therefore it seems useful to recalculate the scattering in a covariant form. As will be shown, this can be done in a rather convenient way by using consistently Clifford's alternating algebra Conservation of four-momentum implies a twofold expression for the momentum transfer K from the electron-to the photon-system:
For the products of vectors we use the convention:
dot for scalar product, no dot for Clifford multiplication (see § 2). -For the Dirac amplitudes we have the eigenvalue equations
o y5 is the pseudovector of spin, o p y5jju the antisymmetric spin tensor. As a consequence of the eigenvalue equations and of ü y0 = u* the bi-spinor ± uü is the projector:
The Clifford vector algebra, of which the Dirac algebra is the four-dimensional special case, is an associative algebra of alternating products of vec- The validity of this formula is based on the fact that the difference of the left and right hand sides is alternating in all the n dependent vectors. The symbol { } hereby can indicate any alternating expression in the n -1 vectors. § 3.
Description of Propagation and Polarizations
We shall describe the dynamics of the scattering process by three vectors K, k, p; the momentum transfer K is already defined by Eq. (1.6), k and p are the internal momenta of the photon-resp. electron-systems :
The squares of these three vectors are related by
The two internal momenta are perpendicular to K
The inversion of Eqs. (1.6) and (3.1) is
For the spin unit vectors we have the relations
In order to introduce Stokes parameters to describe the polarization of a photon (see Akhieser, Berestetskii 3 , § 2) we have to choose two perpendicular polarization unit vectors a, ß to arrive at the following dyadic form of the light polarization density matrix:
.
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To make the description simple and independent of frame, there is only one choice for the unit vectors a, ß: We take both of them perpendicular to both the propagation vectors kx, k2, and one of themsay a -in addition perpendicular to p:
As a consequence of momentum conservation a is also perpendicular to px and p2. a and ß are polarization vectors of both the primary and the secondary photon. They are space vectors in the "brick-wall system" of Breit; in this frame the two photons have equal frequencies and propagate into opposite directions. -By (3.7) the unit vectors a and ß are determined apart from sign. We fix the signs too by demanding explicitly 
The helicity parameter 'Q is for photon 1 positive for positive helicity; for photon 2 the sign is opposite.
The expression F of Eq. (1.2) is gauge-independent (it does not change if a multiple of kj is added to aj). This can be used to simplify the algebra by taking the polarization vectors perpendicular to one of the electron propagation vectors, e. g. :
a i'Pi = a 2*Pi = 0 • (3.14)
This does not modify the Stokes parameters as defined by (3.12), but it alters the density matrix of each of the photon polarizations into
+ (3-15)
As a is already perpendicular to , only the vector ß has to be changed by a gauge transformation: § 4. Preparing the Scattering Formula
The only easy way to evaluate the expression F of Eq. (1.2) seems following step by step the original 1938 1 paper. Firstly we use the gauge (3.14) ; as this violates reciprocity, we keep in mind that the final formula has to be invariant with respect to the following reciprocity transformation
By virtue of the gauge chosen, aj and px alternate. Therefore because of the right hand factor in (1.1) the terms ju + px cancel out, and we are left with
By means of Eq. (3.4) we get
We now observe that by virtue of Eq. (1.7)
Therefore an arbitrary multiple of K can be added to (4.3), so we can substitute
where If we insert that into Eq. What concerns the physical meaning of the Stokes parameters herein, , , Ci clearly describe the polarization state of the primary light. |2, r]2, C2 describe the polarization component, for which we ask; this is either a pure (linear, circular, elliptic) polarization, so |2 2 + rj2 2 + C2 2 = 1; or no specification of polarization, that is: polarization average, |2 = ?72 = t2 = 0 -in this case the majority of the terms vanishes. -Similarity we specify the spins ax, o2 . Clearly o2 is the secondary spin direction, for which we ask, a space-like unit vector; if we are not interested in o2, then we average 5^ = 0, which again makes most of the terms vanish. On the other hand, ot indicates the spin (polarization) of the primary electrons; if they were fully polarized, then o1 -o1= -1; in reality they are at most partly polarized (ferromagnets), so we have to understand by ax the average spin (0 ^ -o1-o1 ^ 1) ; in case of unpolarized primary electrons ot = 0. This now is the formula for Compton-scattering. The annihilation formula only differs by a sign change of Ci and by the definitions of p, k, K according to Eqs. (1.6), (3.1) and footnote 4 .
The first two terms of Eq. (p0, p) =p being the momentum vector of the electron. Specified to primary electron at rest (6.11) now checks completely with Fr 1 , and with LT, except a missing subscript 0 in LT (2.7) "fc0 cos # + fc", and a missing factor 2 of the last line of LT (2.16). Some of the LT formulas are considerably simplified when products of pseudoscalars are expressed by scalar products (Gram's determinant) :
8 <Z>2(£°,£) = (l + cos 2 #)£-£° + (l + cos#)(fc-££ 0 -n°-fc 0 -££°-n) LT(2.11)
